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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of the Problem
The design and applications of special purpose parallel architectures has been
studied since the late 1950s.Systematic procedures have been developed for
mapping a given algorithm onto processor arrays. Typically the initial algorithm can
be specified as a set of Uniform recurrence Equations (URE), or Regular Iterative
Algorithms (RIA) (Based on the work by Quinton [13], Rao [18], and Jagadish [3].)
These methods are restricted to the class of recurrence called 4f-fine Recurrence
Equations (ARE) was introduced by Rajopadhye [16] and Delosme and Ipsen [2].
The synthesis of the processor arrays consists of mapping the index-space of the
algorithm expressed in terms of recurrence to a space-time domain. The recurrence
is usually represented graphically as a Dependency Graph (DG) which shows the
dependencies between points (nodes) in the index-space.For most scheduling
algorithms one needs to work with a Reduced Dependency Graph (RDG). In this
case, every node in the DG is assigned to a processor at a particulartime. In most
cases the allocation and scheduling functions are assumed to be linear. Thereis a
well developed theory for determining affine schedules and affine allocation functions2
to perform this assignment [16].
The problem of finding linear schedules for SARE has been studied by a number of
researchers. Delosme and Ipsen [2] give a method for obtaining schedules for SARE. In
their method they determine a certain class of cycles (those that can be iterated arbitrarily
many times) in the RDG, and then partitioning the computation domain for each variable
based on these cycles. A problem in this method is that it may not terminate and a
schedule is not guaranteed to be found. Saouter and Quinton [19] have shown that the
scheduling problem is undecidable in general. Rajopadhye [16], and Quinton and Van
Dongen [14] show that by examining properties of Convex Polyhedral Domains (CPD),
the affine schedules for a single ARE can be determined. Yaacoby and Cappello [21] give
necessary and sufficient conditions for finding an affine schedule for a restricted class of
SARE (A SARE is a set of AREs). In all these approaches the linear part of the schedule
is the same for all variables. More recently Mauras et al. [10] described an algorithm for
computing affine schedules that are "variable-dependent" in the sense that the slope of the
timing hyperplanes may be different for different variables. However, all these methods
require a single affine schedule over the entire computation domain of a given variable.
For some SARE, it is not possible to find an affine schedule, but a valid Piecewise Affine
Schedule (PAS) may exist.
[EXAMPLE 1] Consider the SARE:
f(i, j) = h(i, i) for i = j
f(i, j) = f(i, j1) for i < j (1.2)3
f(i, j) = f(i, j + 1) for i > j (1.3)
The SARE does not have an affine schedule for the variable f, but for the following SARE
which computes the same function, there is an affine schedule for each variable:
fl(i, j) = h(i, i) for i = j (1.4)
fl(i, j) = fl (i, j - 1) for i = j1 (,1.5)
Ai, j) = f2(i, j - 1) for i < j1 (1.6)
fl(i, j) = fl(i, j + 1) for i > j (1.7)
The schedule for variable fl can be:
ta(i, j) = i - j
and the schedule for variable f2 can be:
tdi, j) = ./i
The above procedure where two separate timing functions are obtained is known as
piecewise affine scheduling.
[EXAMPLE 2] Consider the SARE:
f(i, j) = h(i, i) for i = j (1.8)
f(i, j) = f(i, j - 1) for i < j (1.9)
f(i, j) = f(i1, j) for i > j (1.10)
A linear schedule can be found for the variable f over the domains of the three equations:
tii, j) = i + j; for 0 ..'c.i, jN
A piecewise affine schedule can also be found for the variable f.4
ti(i, j) = j; for i < j
i; for i _?. j
In this case, the computation time for the first schedule is 2N, and for the second schedule
it is N.
As illustrated by the above examples, there are two benefits to be gained by PAS:
(1) Finding schedules when affine schedules do not exist.
(2) Improving affine schedules for certain algorithms.
PAS allows schedules to have different slopes (linear parts) for the subspaces of a
domain. The procedures for finding piecewise affine schedules involves partitioning of
computation domain of equation and renaming the variables. By partitioning a domain we
can obtain more parallelism from a recurrence, and better schedules can be found.
The goal of this thesis is to improve upon the existing synthesis methods for
scheduling algorithms by applying piecewise affine (linear) variable dependent schedules.
We first use heuristics based on the properties of the dependency vectors to find the
partitioning hyperplanes. Then a renaming procedure similar to the method by Delosme
[2] is used to generate a new SARE. Finally, an existing method by Mauras et al. [10] is
applied to find the schedules for different variables.
In chapter 2 we give a formal definition of SARE and review the general procedure
of automatic mapping of SARE into processor arrays. We also describe variable dependent
affine timing functions and the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
affine timing functions as given by Mauras et al. [10], and a definition of normal form
for a SARE [15]. Chapter 3 discuss a procedure for obtaining a new SARE by renaming5
the variables. Next we propose a method for partitioning the domains of computation for
each variable based on heuristics. Variable dependent affine timing function is used for
computing the affine schedule for each variable in the new SARE. In chapter 4, several
examples to illustrate the new scheduling method are given.6
Chapter 2
SYSTEMS OF AFFINE RECURRENCE EQUATIONS
2.1 Systems of Affine Recurrence Equations
The synthesis procedure is based on expressing the algorithm in terms of a System
of Affine Recurrence Equations defined using the notation of Quinton and Van Dongen
[15].
[Definition 1] A System of Affine Recurrence Equations (SARE) is a set of recurrence
equations of the form:
U(z) = f[V(I(z)),...]; for z E D
where
(1) z is a point of Zn, where Z denotes the set of integers.
(2) U and V are variable Names belonging to a finite set S. Each variable is indexed with
an integral index z, whose dimension is constant for a given variable. The variable U(z)
is the result and V(/(z)) is the argument.
(3) D is the computation domain belonging to a convex polyhedron of Z. We assume that
D is bounded and is defined by a finite set of linear inequalities. Such domain can also
be described by a set of unique vertices M and a set of (extremal) rays K. If the domain
D has m vertices and k extremal rays, then any point in D can be uniquely expressed as
the sum of a convex combination of the vertices and a positive combination of the raysas follows:
z + Eki=icipi, where ai,> 0 and Emi=lai = 1
7
where a; E M, pi E K, ai,e R; R denotes the set of nonnegative real numbers.
(4) I(z) is an affine mapping from Z" to Z' called index (or dependence) mapping. 1(z) has
the form
I(z) = Az + b
where the constants A and b are integral matrices: A with dimension 1 x n and b is a 1 x
1 vector.
(5) f is a single-valued function that depends strictly on its arguments; we assume that the
function f has constant time complexity.
(6) The '...' means that there can be other arguments of the same form as V(/(z)).
(7) The domains of two equations having the same variable as result (in the left-hand side
of the equation) are disjoint. This hypothesis ensures that a variable is not defined twice.
[Definition 2] A recurrence equation is called a Uniform Recurrence Equation (URE) if
the Index mapping I(z) has the form:
I(z) = z + b
where b E Z1. The URE is a subclass of ARE with the linear part A equal to the identity
matrix.8
2.2 Dependency Graph
A DG provides a graphical representation of a SARE. It shows the dependence of the
computations that occur in an algorithm.
[Definition 3] A Dependency Graph (DG) is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where the
graph G = (N, A), where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of directed arcs. Each
node represents operations performed by an algorithm on some data, and the arcs are used
to represent data dependencies.
In a DG, nodes with no incoming arcs (in-degree zero) are input nodes, and nodes
with no outgoing arcs (out-degree zero) are output nodes. If a node p requires data from
the node q, then the dependence is shown as p --> q. In this thesis, the direction of the
arcs are the same as the direction of data flow. An algorithm is computable if and only
if its DG contains no loops or cycles.
A DG is only a partial representation of an algorithm. It specifies the dependencies
among variables. The operations inside each node are usually ignored in the DG since
they only affect the implementation of the processing element. The DG also imposes
certain precedence constraints on the order that these operations can be performed.
The DG described above is a complete representation of the precedence constraints
of SARE. A Reduced Dependency Graph (RDG) is a simplified version of a DC which
captures the dependence with regard to variable names but does not take into account
index values. In the paper by Delosme and Ipsen [2], they proposed a method for9
partitioning and renaming of recurrence equationswhich is based on cycles on a RDG.
[Definition 41 A Reduced Dependency Graph (RDG) is a directedgraph with a node for
each variable array in the system of recurrence equations(SRE). An arc from a node U
to a node V represents a dependencemappingin the SRE. That is:
U >V
where 4. is a mapping from domain Dy. to range R,.. Acomposition of dependence
mapping of the following form may lead to a cycle:
'VU 4,,
2.3 Procedure for Mapping SARE onto Processor Arrays
Once an algorithm is expressed as a SARE, the objective is to mapits DG onto a set
of processors. If the target architecture is locally connected (eg. asystolic array), then a
well-known technique called pipelining [16] is used to convert theSARE into SURE. The
next step is to find an appropriate timing and allocationfunctions for the SARE and map
each index point of the recurrence domain into the space-timedomain. In this case, we
will restrict our attention to linear scheduling and allocationfunction.
[Definition 5] An Affine Timing Function (ATF) is a scalar function of theform:
t(z) = Xrtz +at10
where X.T, is a constant schedule vector and at is a scalar constant. The timing or
scheduling function t is a mapping of all points in the computation domain D to a set of
positive integers. It is necessary for t to satisfy the rule of causality which states that if
node p requires data from node q, then t(p) > t(q).
[Definition 6] An Affine Allocation Function (AAF) is a function of the form:
a(z) = XT az + as
where XT, is an (n - 1) x n matrix and as is an (n - 1) vector. The allocation function
maps each computation node in the DG to a particular processor. The allocation function
can also be expressed by the projection vector u. It is necessary for the projection vector
u to satisfy the conflict-free condition, i.e. XTiu / 0 [16].
2.4 Affine Variable Dependent Timing Functions
Affine variable dependent timing function allows each variable to have schedule with
different linear part.
[Definition 7] An Affine Variable Dependent Timing Function (AFT) is a timing function
for each variable of the form:
t1(z) = Vuzi +...+ Vuz + au
where Vu,...,Vu are integers. In the following, we let ?Luz = ala...+ Xnu].
This corresponds to having different timing functions with different variables. Mauras et11
al. [10] show the following necessary and sufficient conditions. to define a timing
function iff:
(1) for each edge (U, V, D, 1) of the RDG, we have:
- (i) for each vertex a of D,2,u. aXv.(I(G)) + au av > 0
- (ii) for each ray p of D,Xu. p -Xv.A. p0
(2) for all variable U,
- (iii) for all vertex a of the domain Du of U, AWL,. a + au0
(iv) for all ray p of Du, Xu. p0
2.5 Normal Form of a System of Equations
A normal form [15] provides a more convenient system for the analysis of SARE by
separating the input, output and computation equations. An equation in the normal form
is fully indexed which facilitates the evaluation of dependence vector.
[Definition 8] A system of linear recurrence equations is said to be in normal form if:
1. all the variables are either input, output, or intermediate variables.
2. all equations are either input, output, or computation equations.
3. all the computation equations are fully indexed and have the same index dimension.
The definition and transformation of a system of equation into normal form is shown
by Quinton and Van Dongen [15].First, we will use an example to discuss the terminology used.
[Example 3] The general equation for 1-dimensional convolution is:
Y(n)v X(j).W(n - J)
where 0 5 n 52N 2; 0 5. j 5. N - 1. In form of SARE, the equations are:
y(i, j) = 0; for j = 0
w(i, j) = W(i); for j = 0






y(i, j) = y(i, j1) + w(i, j) * x(i, j); for {0i 5_ N 1, 0ji} and [N 5_ i 5_ 2N2,
j-N +1 5j5N-1) (2.5)
w(i, j) = w(i1, j - 1); for {0 _5 i 5N 1, 0j and {Ni 52N 2, j - N + 1 5_ j
5. N - 1} (2.6)
x(i,j)=x(i-1,j);for{05i5N-1,05j5i} and{N5i52N-2,j-N+15j5N-
1} (2.7)
Y(i) = y(i, j); for {0i 5N - 1, j = i} and {N 5i2N 2, j = N} (2.8)
A SARE represents a finite set of equation instances which associated with a
particular point z in D. For example: x(0, 1) = X(1) is an equation instance of (2.4). We
called variable instance of the system any term X(z) that appears in an equation instance.
For example: x(0,1) is a variable instance of the variable x. A variable instance that
appears only in the left-hand side of an equation is called an output. Examples for outputs
are the variable instances Y(0), Y(N). Similarly, a variable instance that appears only in13
the right-hand side of an equation is called an input. Examples for inputs are the variable
instances W(0), X(0), and y(0,0). Variable instances that are neither outputs nor inputs are
called intermediate data. Examples for intermediate data are the variable instances w(1,1),
x(2,2). Variables whose instances are all input (output) are called input (output) variables.
Variables whose instances are not all input or output are called intermediate variables.
In the above example W and X are input variables, Y is an output variable, and y, x, and
w are intermediate variables.
The original definition [15] requires all instances of intermediate variable to be
intermediate data, but the definition of intermediate variable we used is less restrictive.
The reason is that the original definition requires a transformation called variable
normalization, which cannot be done automatically.
[Example 4] Let the SARE be:
A(i) = A (i - 1) for 0 < iN (2.9)
A(i) for i = 0 are inputs, and A(i) with i = N are outputs, and the remaining values
of A(i) are intermediate data. To satisfy the original definition, all variables have to be
normalized by renaming variable instances which are inputs or outputs respectively. So
the equation will be rewritten as:
A(i) = A(i - 1) for 2iN -1 (2.10)
A(i) = A' (0) for i = 1 (2.11)
A"(i) = A(i1) for i = N (2.12)
All input instances of A are renamed A', and all output instances of A are renamed A".14
The above transformation cannot be automated if the domain is not bounded and we have
to check for all equation instances.
[Definition 9] The argument of the equation is said to be fully indexed, if its index
dimension is the same as the index dimension of the result of the equation. An equation
is fully indexed if all its arguments are fully indexed. Examples: Equations (2.5-2.7) are
fully indexed, their indexes are all 2-dimension, but equations (2.2-2.3) and (2.8) are not
fully indexed.
An equation is an input equation if f is the identity function, and the only argument
of the equation is an input variable. Similarly, an equation is an output equation if f is the
identity function and U is an output variable. Finally, an equation is a computation
equation if its results and arguments are all intermediate variables. Examples: (2.2-2.4)
are input equations, (2.8) is an output equation, and (2.5-2.7) are computation equations.
For this thesis we assume the SARE has already been normalized.15
Chapter 3
PIECEWISE AFFINE TIMING FUNCTIONS
3.1 Overall Procedure
The procedure for deriving the Piecewise Linear Variable Dependent Timing Function
consists of the following steps:
Step 1 Transform the SARE into normal form - This can be done by the method of
Quinton and Van Dongen [15]. This method transforms a SARE into a new equivalent
system which is more convenient for the analysis. There are two purposes for this
transformation:
(1) To separate the input, the outputs, and the computation equations. Only the
dependencies between variables in computation equations have to be considered for
decomposing the domains.
(2) For the rest of the analysis, it is necessary that all indices in an equations have the
same dimension.
Step 2 Check if an affine schedule can be found for each variableThis can be done by
the method of Mauras et al. [10].
Step 3 If it is not possible to find an affine schedule, then partition domains of equations
by choosing appropriate hyperplanes (or linear subspaces).
Step 4 Obtain an equivalent system of equations by renaming the variables according to16
the result of partitioning. New equations are introduced if needed. This includes updating
the result (left-hand side) and arguments (right-hand side) for each equation.
Step 5 Find schedule for each new variable using the method of Mauras et. al. [10].
The main component of this procedure is the method for partitioning of domains of
computation and renaming of variables. In section 3.2, we will present an algorithm for
obtaining a new SARE by renaming variables. Given a hyperplane (or a linear subspace)
and a SARE, the procedure transforms a SARE into an equivalent SARE which is
guaranteed to terminate. In section 3.3, we will describe the heuristics which allow us to
choose the linear subspaces for partitioning.
3.2 Obtaining a New SARE by Renaming Variables
The renaming procedure we use is based on the one proposed by Delosme and Ipsen
[2]. We modify some steps so that the procedure is guaranteed to terminate. First we
explain the reason for the modification, then the detail of the procedure is presented.
Delosme and Ipsen solved the problem of partitioning of the domains by determining
a certain class of cycles in the Reduced Dependency Graph (RDG), and then partitioning
the domains of computation for each variable based on these cycles. According to their
method, the partitioning and renaming is based on two criteria:
(1) Partition the domain of a variable U into subsets induced by the intersections and
differences of the domains of all the cycles of U. It is called composition-induced
partition. Each subset must be explicitly renamed.17
(2) Partition and rename the domain of U according to the non-iterative cycles (A cycle
is said to be iterative if it can be iterated arbitrarily many times).
One of the problems with this method is that the differences of the domains are not
necessarily convex polyhedra. Another problem is that they do not prove the termination
of their algorithm for finding iterative cycles.
[Example 5] Let a SARE be:
Z E Du ---> U(z) = f[Uautiz),vaz)),...1 (3.1)
z E Dv ---> V(z) = f[V(Ivv(z), U(Iuv(z)),...] (3.2)
The RDG of this SARE is shown on Figure 1. For variable U there are two cycles Cuu
and Cvu. For variable V there are also two cycles Cw and Cuv.
For cycle Cuu, its domain is Du and its cyclic dependence mapping /c.uu(z) = /uu(z)
For cycle Cvu, its domain is Du and its cyclic dependence mapping /c.vu(z)=Iuv O Ivaz).
For cycle Cw, its domain is Dv and its cyclic dependence mapping /c.vv(z) = /vv(z)
For cycle Cuv, its domain is Dv and its cyclic dependence mapping /c_uv(z)= /vu 0 iuv(z).
Let use the above example to show how the method of Delosme and Ipsen works. For
variable U, if the domains for the cycles Cuu and Cvu are different (they are the same in
this example), then partitioning for the domain of U may be needed which based on the
composition-induced partition. We will find the intersection and difference of the domains
for Cuu and Cvu, and the resulting subsets will be given new variable names.
For the cycle Cuu, if /c.uu(Du) n Du # 41) (4) is the empty set), then we said the cycle
Cuu can be iterated once. If the iteration can be repeated arbitrarily many times, then the18
cycle Cuu is said to be iterative. Let Dc.uul be the domain resulted from iterating the cycle
once, and Dc_uuk be the domain resulted from iterating the cycle k times. IfDc.uuk = (1) for
a value of k, then the subsets resulted from Dc.uul - Dc-uu" (where 2..1k) have to be
given new variable names. More details can be found in [2].
In our method we assume the domain Du is partitioned into two domains Dui and Due
according to the dependency mapping /uu. Two new variables Ul and U2, and their
domains Dui and Du2 will be resulted from equation (3.1):
z E Dui ---> U1(z) = f[....] (3.3)
z E Du2 ---> U2(z) = f[....] (3.4)
The variable U is renamed to Ul and U2. Any occurrence of the variable U on the right-
hand side of any equation must be replaced by one of the new variables Ul or U2. For
each index point z such that /uu(z) lies in the domain Du1, we replace the U term by Ul;
for each index point z such that /uu(z) lies in the domain Du2, we replace the U term by
U2. (3.3) gives us two new equations (Puu is the inverse mapping of the index mapping
/uu, and it is assumed to exist):
z E iluuguaDud n Dud ---> U1(z) = f[U1(Iuu(z),...] (3.5)
z EPluu(luu(Dui)n Due) ---> U1(z) = f[U2(luu(z),...] (3.6)
We can see that the domain Du/ is partitioned into two new domains. If we give new
variable names U3 and U4 to these two new domains. Then (3.5) has to be changed to
(3.7), and (3.6) has to be changed to (3.8):
Z E Pluuguu(Dui) n Dud ---> U3(z) = fallauu(z),...] (2.7)
z E 1-1 uu(Iuu(Dw) n Due) ---> U4(z) = f[U2(Iuu(z),...] (3.8)19
However, the variable U/ on the right-hand side does not exist anymore, and we have to
replace it by U3 and U4. This renaming process has to go on and on, and it is not
guaranteed to terminate. The same process has to be done on all other variables.
The main feature of our renaming procedure is that we DO NOT give a new varieble
name every time a domain is partitioned. Given a hyperplane (or a linear subspace), our
procedure only rename a variable once such as from U to U/ and U2. As a result our
renaming procedure will not give us (3.7) and (3.8).
In some cases the inverse of an affine mapping may not exist where the linear part
may be singular. Howerver, since its pre-image is a linear space, its intersection with the
original domain is a convex polyhedral domain. Later, we will use this fact for finding
the new domain of the equation even if its inverse mapping does not exist.
Equations with new domains will be introduced by two types of partitioning: one is
based on the heuristics we will present in section 3.3; another is due to the renaming
process. The main difference is that the first type of partitioning introduces new variable
names, while the second method does not.
We can summarize the renaming as two steps.
(1) Determine the new variable names to be used and their domains.
From the partitioning, we determine the subdomains of a variable U. Each subdomain
will be given a new name. For each equation in the original SARE with U as the result,
we find the intersection of each subdomain and the original domain of the equation. If
it is not empty, then a new variable and its domain have to be introduced.
(2) Replace the old variable names with the new variable names in each equation.20
Introduce new equations and determine their domains if needed.
We have to rename the result and its arguments of each equation. The domain of
computation for each equation is changed accordingly.
Here are the details for the second step that generates a new SARE:
(i) For each dependency find the image of the dependence mapping. Consider the
equation (3.1): If a hyperplane partitions the domain Du into two subdomains Dui and
Du2, then two new equations with the new variable names U/ and U2 as results have to
be introduced. Note that the image of Dui under the dependence mapping /uu is /uu(Dw).
(ii) Find the intersection of the image /uu(Dul) with each subdomain Du, and Du2 . If the
intersection is not empty, then all variable instances in this portion of the image have to
be renamed according to the name of the subdomain. That is, if Du, n luu(Dui) is not
empty, then an equation has to be introduced with the argument U renamed as U/.
(iii) Change the domain of the equation. Let the domain Du, be represented by the
inequalities Aulz _?_bui, and the domain /uu(Dw) be represented by the inequalities Auu.wp
buu_w. The dependency be represented by p = luu(z) = Az + b where p E luu(Dud. The
new domain is equal to the set {Awzbui A Auu_,(Az + b)buu_ud.
Each dependency may introduce more than one equation which will partition the
subdomain. In the region where the image, /uu(Dw), intersects Du], we introduce a new
equation and rename the argument as U/. In the region where the image, /w/D(,,),
intersects Du2, we introduce a new equation and rename the argument as U2. The domain
of the equation is changed accordingly and (3.5) and (3.6) will become:
Z E {Au/Zbur A Auu.rdAZ + b) .... buu_ud--> U1(z) = f[Wauu(Z), V(Iyu(Z)))...]
Z E {Aug -?- bul A Auu-u2(Az + b)buu-uz)




The same principle has to be applied for each equation. The renaming procedure can
be illustrated by the following examples. Consider the SARE shown in Example 1:
f(i, j) = h(i, i); for i = j (3.11)
f(i, j) = f(i, j1); for i < j (3.12)
f(i, j) = f(i, j + 1); for i > j (3.13)
The DG is shown on Figure 2. The dependence vectors are opposite to each other for
the two regions: ij, and i < j. Let the linear subspaces be ij, and i < j, and rename
f as fl and f2. The partitioned domain for f is shown in Figure 3.
The first linear subspace Dfi is ij. The intersection of Di, and the domain of (3.11)
is the line i = j, and an equation with domain i = j and fl as the result is needed. The
intersection of Df, and the domain of (3.12) is the empty set, and no equation with fl as
result is needed for (3.12). The intersection of Dfi and the domain of (3.13) is the
subspace i > j, and an equation with domain i > j and fl as the result is needed.
The second linear subspace Df2 is i < j. The intersection of Di2 and the domain of
(3.11) is the empty set, and no equation with f2 as result is needed for (3.11). The
intersection of Dfl and the domain of (3.12) is the subspace i < j, and an equation with
domain i < j and f2 as the result is needed. The intersection of Do and the domain of
(3.13) is the empty set, and no equation with f2 as result is needed for (3.13).
The next step is to generate a new SARE. For an equation with domain i < j and j222
as result, the image of the dependence mapping (i, j - 1) is i 5 j. For the region of the
image intersect with the subspace iy, we put fl as the argument. For the region of the
image intersect with the subspace i < y, we put f2 as the argument.
After the same procedure for each pair of domain and result of equation, the SARE
becomes:
fl(i, j) = h(i, i); for i = j (3.14)
f2(i, j) = fl(i, jI); for i = j1 (3.15)
fl(i, j) = f2(i, j - 1); for i < j - 1 (3.16)
fl(i, j) = fl(i, j + 1); for i > j (3.17)
Let the timing function for fl and /2 be t1(i, j) = Xid + Alfij + oca and ti2(i, j) = Xi/2 i
Xjpictrespectively; and h is an input variable. Using the constraints in section 2.4,
we have:
0; an_>00
Xjfi < 0; 21.jj2 > 0
Let afi = OC/2 = 0,f, = 1, X-'f = -1,2 = -1, andkf2 = 1, the schedule for variable
fl is tdi, j) = ij and the schedule for variable f2 is ti2(i, j) = ji. The linear part of the
timing functions are different for variable fl and fl: For fl, the linear part is: [1, -1]; For
f2, the linear part is: [-1, 11
[Example 6] Let the SARE be:
= ao for i = j = 0
f(i, j) = f(j1,j1) + 3 for 0 5i 5N; 1 5 j 5.N
(3.18)
(3.19)23
The equations are already in normal form. The variable ao is an input variable, and
f is an intermediate variable. (3.18) is an input equation and (3.19) is a computation
equations. The above equations are two-dimension and are fully indexed.
The domain of (3.19) has vertices at al = (0, 1), a2 = (N, 1), a3 = (0, N), 04 = (N,
N). Let ti(i,j) = ++ of and using the conditions (i) and (iii) stated in section 2.4,
we have:
Condition (i):
for ai = (0, /) -> kf/ + af - af > 0
for a2 = (N, I) -> XifN + ?cif] + of - of > 0
for a3 = (0, N) ->+ of 20-1)kf(N-1) - of > 0
for a4 = (N, N) -> kiN + X-IfN + ofkip-1)&'i(N-1)of > 0
Condition (iii):
for a, = (0, 1) -> + af0
for a2 = (N, 1) -> ?.`NV + kf1 + af0
for G3 = (0, N) -> + of >_0
for (74 = (N, N) -> A,yV + AIJN + 0
Solving the above constraints, the schedule is ti(ij) = j and no partition is needed.
However, if we want to localize the data flow, we must partition the domain.
Let the domain be partitioned into two regions:
DI: (0 5_iN; 0 <j5_N)Ai-j+10
D2: (0iN; 0 < jN) A i-j+ I <0
Let f e DI be renamed fl, and f E D2 be renamed f2. The partitioned domain for f is24
shown on Figure 3. The new SARE are:
f2(i, j) = ao;for i = j = 0 (3.20)
fl(i, j) = fl(j - 1, j - I) + 3; for (0i 5.N; 0 < j 5.N)- j + 1 ?. 0 (3.21)
f2(i, j ) = f l ( jI, j1) + 3; f o r (0i 0 < j 5.N ) A- j + 1 < 0 (3.22)
The SARE we got from the renaming procedure is equivalent to the original SARE.
The reasons are:
(1) We can repeat a equation arbitrarily many time. A equation such as:
z E Du -- -> U(z) = f[U(luu(z), V(Ivu(z)),...1
can always be written as:
z E Du, ---> U(z) = fjUguu(z), V(Ivu(z)),...]
z E Due ---> U(z) = f[U(luu(z), V(Ivu(z)),...]
where Du, and Du2 are disjoint and their union is Du.
(2) The renaming does not change the dependency structure of the equations.
3.3 Partitioning of Domains
In section 3.2, we described a procedure for renaming a SARE given any partitioning
hyperplane (or any linear subspace), the next step is finding these hyperpla:ie. We
propose two heuristic methods for choosing the linear subspaces for the partitioning. The
first one is based on the dependence vector where the vector z- 1(z) for each point z is
the dependence vector.
For an index mapping 1,u(z) if the dependence vector is constant (i.e. uniform25
dependence), all instances of the vector have the same direction over the entire domain
and no partitioning is needed. In general the dependence vector consists of variable terms,
and some instances of vector may have different directions in different regions in the
domain. Thus the domain may have to be partitioned based on these variable terms.
The motivation for the first heuristic is as follows: In one-dimensional space, if some
instances of dependence vectors are opposite to each other, then schedules with different
linear parts are needed. The point where the dependence vectors change direction is ideal
for partitioning the domain. This can be extended for higher dimensional space to localize
the data flow.
However, if the image of the index mapping of a n-dimensional space is to a (n1)
dimensional space, then the (n1) dimensional space can be chosen to be the hyperplane
for time = 0, and a linear schedule can always be found. Let take an example to illustrate
this:
[Example 7] A SARE is represented by the equation:
f(i, j) = h(i, i); for 0j (3.23)
The DG is shown on Figure 5. The dependence vector z - 1(z) is equal to [0, j
It contains a variable term ji. Based on the hyperplane ji = 0: for i < j the
dependence vector is [0, -k]; for i = j the dependence vector is [0, 0]; for ij, the
dependence vector is [0, +kJ (where k is a positive integer). In the three regions, the
second component of the dependence vector is respectively, negative, zero, and positive.
Thus we use the hyperplane i = j to partition the domain into the following two regions:26
ji0 and j - i < 0
The choice of the equality is arbitrary.
The original domain can be partitioned into two regions by taking the intersection of
the original domain and the domains for the two inequalities, we have:
DI: (0jN)(i
D2: (0i, jN)(i < j)
Based on the original SARE, if we try to find a schedule for f using the constraints
in section 2.4, we will find that the partitioning is unnecessary. For the original domain
we have the vertices al = (0, 0), a2 = (0, N), a3 = (N, 0), and a4 = (N, N). Let the
timing function for f and h be yi, j) + kJ) + of and th(i, j) = Xihi + ah
respectively; Using conditions (i) and (iii) in section 2.4, we have:
From condition (i):
for al = (0, 0) -> of - ah > 0
for 02 = (0, N) -> + afah > 0
for 03 = (N, 0) -> X V +af- X`hN -ah >0
for a4 = (N, N) -> kiN + Xii/V + afX1hNXJhNah > 0
From condition (iii):
for= (0, 0) -> 0
for 02 = (0, N) -> ?.. 0
for 03 = (N, 0) -> 0
for a4 = (N, N) -> ?LW + + af0
Intuitively, the reason that partitioning is not necessary is that once the values of27
variable h along the line i = j are calculated, all of the values for f can be calculated
simultaneously.
If h is an input variable, then all instances of h are available at time= 0. Moreover,
every instances of f can be calculated at time > 0. Consequently, input equations can be
ignored during partitioning.
If we want to localize (3.23), then it will be rewritten as in Example 1:
f(i, j) = h(i, i) for i = j (3.24)
f(i, j) = f(i, j1) for i < j (3.25)
f(i, j) = fti, j + 1) for i > j (3.26)
For the above SARE, the partitioning is necessary.
Besides partitioning based on the variable terms in the dependence vectors, wemay
have to partition based on the domains of equations as originally given in the SARE. The
reason is that for (3.24-3.26) the dependence vector has different directions in the two
domains ([0, 1] in domain i < j, and [0, -1] in domain i > j). Thus schedules with
different slopes are required.
To partition based on the domains as originally given in the equations, we have to
make sure that it is necessary. It can be done by first checking for valid affine schedules.
For the following SAREs valid affine schedules can be found:
System 1: f(i, j) = f(i, j- 1) for i < j (3.31)
f(i, j) = f(i - 1, j1) for i .?.. j (3.32)
System 2: f(i, j) = f(i, j1) for i < j (3.33)
f(i, j) = f(i, j1) for i 2.. j (3.34)28
For some SAREs, although piecewise affine schedule are not necessary, they may
provide more flexible and faster schedules because of the relaxed constraints.
The following is an example where both heuristic methods have to be used.
[Example 81 Let the SARE be:
f(i, j) = ao;for i = j = 0 (3.31)
f(i, j) = f(j - 1, jI) + f(2N -j); for Ni < 2N, 0 < j2N (3.32)
f(i, j) = f(j - I, j - 1) + f(2Ni1, j); for 0i < N, 0 < j2N (3.33)
= 1, j1); for i = N, 0 < j2N (3.34)
The DG for the SARE is shown on Figure 6. Based on the domains given in (3.32-
3.34) we use the hyperplane i = N to partition the domain. For the index mapping (j1,
j - 1), the second component of the dependence vector have different values in three
regions: in ij + 1 < 0, it is negative; in i - j + 1 = 0, it is zero; in ij + I > 0, it is
positive. Thus we can partition the domain off by two hyperplanes: i = N and ij + 1
= 0. 4 regions are created and f is renamed as fl, f2, f3, and f4.
The 4 possible regions are :
i-j+/ < 0
iNfl f2
i <N f3 f4
The partitioned domain for f is shown on Figure 7. After renaming, the new set of
SARE are:29
13(i, j) = ao;for i = j = 0 (3.35)
flAXx, j) = f3(j - I, j - 1) +13(2N -j); for (iN + I) A (j/)(j +2N 5 0)
(336)
fl(i, j) = f3(j - 1, j - 1) + f4(2Nj); for (iN I) A (jN - 1)
A (i- 2N > 0) (3.37)
fl (i, j) = f3(j - 1, j - 1) + f4(2N - i, j); for N < i < 2N, j = 2N (3.38)
fl(i,j)= fl(j- 1,j- 1) +f4(2N -i,j); for N < i < 2N, N < ji (3.39)
fl(i, j) = f3(j - 1, j - I); for i = N, 0 < jN (3.40)
12(1,= f4(j - 1, j - 1); for i = N, j = N + 1 (3.41)
12(i, j) = f2(j - I, j - 1); for i = N, N + 1 < j2N (3.42)
f2(i, j) = f2(j - 1, j - 1) + f4(2N -j); for N < i < 2N, i < j 5.2N (3.43)
f3(i, j) = f3(j - 1, j - 1) + fl(2N- 1, j); for 0 5..< N, 0 < ji (3.44)
f4(i, j) = fl(j - 1, j - I) + f2(2N - i1, j); for (j2N) A (iN + 1)
A (i- 2N > 0) (3.45)
f4(i, j) = 1, j - 1) + fl(2Ni1, j); for (j + 1) A (i0)
A (j + i - 2N 5_ 0) (3.46)
f4(i, j) = f3(j - I, j - I) + fl(2N - i - 1, D; for 0< N,< j N (3.47)
3.4 Finding a Schedule for Each Variable
Once we have partitioned and renamed the SARE; we can use the method of Mauras
et al. [10] for finding the schedules. After the partitioning and renaming, we have a SARE
with the following properties:30
(1) The domain for each equation is a convex polyhedron.
(2) The domains of two equations having the same variable as result are disjoint.
(3) No dependence vectors in a domain point in opposite directions.
For each equation, we find the vertices and rays for the domain and construct the
RDG for the SARE. For each variable we use the constraints described in section 2.4 to
get a system of inequalities, and a schedule can be found by solving these inequalities.
[Example 9] Let the SARE:
V(i) = ao; for i = N (3.48)
V(i) = V(2Ni - 1); for 0i < N (3.49)
V(i) = 1 + V(2N - i);for N < i < 2N (3.50)
The DG for the SARE is shown on Figure 8.
Step 1: Transform the SARE into normal form.
ao is an input variable, and V is an intermediate variable. (3.48) is an input equation;
(3.49-3.50) are computation equations. All equations are one-dimension and are fully
indexed.
Step 2: Check if an affine schedule can be found for each variable.
For 0i < N the dependence vectors are pointed to the +i direction and for N < i
< 2N the dependence vectors are pointed to the -i direction, and a single schedule cannot
be found for the two domains.
Step 3: Partition the domains of variable based on the dependence vectors. No further
partition is needed inside each domain. The line i = N separates the two domains 0i31
< N and N < i < 2N.
Step 4: Obtaining an equivalent system of equations by renaming the variables according
to the result of partitioning.
For the domain 0i < N, V is renamed as VI and for the domain Ni < 2N, V is
renamed as V2. From (3.48), a new equation with domain i = N and result V2 is needed.
From (3.49), a new equation with domain 0 S i < N and result V1 is needed. From (3.50),
a new equation with domain N < i < 2N and result V2 is needed.
After renaming the variables for the left-hand side and right-hand side of each
equation, the new SARE are:
V2(i) = ao; for i = N (3.51)
V1(1) = V2(2N - iI); for 0i < N (3.52)
V2(i) = 1 + V1(2Ni);for N < i < 2N (353)
Step 5: Find schedule for each variable using the constraints in section 2.4.
The vertices for VI are cri = 0 and 62 = N1; the vertices for V2 are 63 = N + 1
and G4 = 2N - 1. The RDG for the equations have two arcs: (V1, V2, Dv1, 1v2v)) and (V2,
V1, Dv2, 1viv2). Let the timing function for VI and V2 be tv/(0=,vii + ay/ and tv2(i)=
Xv2i + aV2 respectively; from conditions (i) and (iii) in section 2.4, we have:
For variable VI;
= 0 -> aw 42(2N1) - av2 > 0
ay]0
az = N 1 -> + av1Xv2Nav2 > 0
Xvi(N1) + ocw032
For variable V2;
03 = N + 1 -> av2.(N + 1) + av2 - XvIN1)avi > 0
av2(N + 1) + aV20
0 4 = 2N1 -> Xv2(2N - 1)+ av2Xvi(/)avi > 0
Xv2(2N- 1) + ocv2. 0
Solving the above set of inequalities, we obtain the following schedules:
tw(i) = -2i + 2N
tv2(i) = 0 for i = N




Toeplitz system involves solving a equation of the form:
Tx = y
where T is the matrix whose elements are t(i, j) = to = tk; for -NkN.




To solve for x, there are two steps:
1) Triangular Decomposition of matrix T as LT = U, where U is an upper triangular
matrix and L is a lower triangular matrix.
2) Back-substitution
A method based on the Schur's algorithm is given for performing the first step which
is described in a SARE as follows [8]:
v(/,j) = ti; for -Nj 5_ N,i = 1 (4.1)
u(1= ti; for -NjN,i = 1 (4.2)
v(i,j) = v(i1, j) - u(i1, 1).u(i1, j + 1) 1 v(iI, 0);forl<i5N+1,-N.
u(ij) = u(i1, j + 1)u(i1, -i + 1).v(i1, j) I v(i - I, -i + 2);




v's are elements of matrix L and It's are elements of matrix U. The DG for the
variable v is shown on Figure 9, 10, and the DG for the variable u is shown on Figure
11, 12. For the calculation of v(i, j),
we first evaluate the dependence vectors:
11,,,, = (i- I, j) --> vector = [1,01T
Il= (i1, I) --> vector = [1, j11
12,, = (i1, 0) --> vector = [1, j1
I2., = (i1, j+ 1) --> vector = [1, -11
There are two variable terms, and we can partition the domain of v by the two
hyperplane j1 = 0 and j = 0. There are 3 possible regions:
j .?.. /j < I
j >_0j >_1j = 0
j < 0xxxxj < I
Let Dv/ = 1 < iN + 1, 1 5 j 5 N
Dv2 = 1 < iN + 1, j = N
Do= 1 < iN + 1,-N _.i < I
and rename v by vl, v2, and v3 accordingly. The partitioned domain of v is shown on35
Figure 13.
For the calculation of u(i, j), we first evaluate the dependence vectors:
= (i - 1, j + 1) --> vector = [1, -1]T
= (i1,+ I) --> vector = [1, j + i -
"v. = (iI,+ I) --> vector = [1, j + i
IZvu = (i - 1, j) --> vector = [I, 0]T
There are two variable terms, and we can partition the domain of u by the two
hyperplane j + i1 = 0 and j + i2 = 0. There are 3 possible regions:
j + i - /0j+i- 1 < 0
j+i-2<0 j+i-1=0j+i-1 <0
Let Dui = (1 < i+ I)(/jN) A (j + i20)
442 = (1 < 1N + I) A (= N) A+-=0)
Dui = (1 <N + 1) A (-Nj < 1) A (j + i1 <0)
and rename u by ul, u2, and u3. The partitioned domain of u is shown on Figure 14.
The original SARE can be rewritten as:
v/(/,j) = tj; for 1jN, i = I (0.5)
v2(1,j)ti; for j = 0, i = 1 (4.6)
v3(1,j) = ti; for -N S j-1, i = I (4.7)
u1(1 j) = tj; for 1j i = I (4.8)36
u2(1 j)tj; for j = 0, i = 1 (4.9)
u3(1 j) = ti; for -Nj-1, i = 1 (4.10)
vl(ij) = vl(i - 1, j)ul(i - 1, 1).u1(i1, j + 1) / v2(i - I, 0); for Dvi (4.11)
v2(ij) = v2(i - 1, j)ul(i - 1, 1).u1(i - I, j + 1) / v2(iI, 6); for Dv2 (4.12)
v3(i,j) = v3(i1, j) - ul(iI, 1).u1(i1, j + 1) / v2(11, 0); for Do
n(j+i- 20) (4.13)
v3(ij) = v3(i1, j)ul(i - 1, 1).u2(i1, j + 1) / v2(i - 1, 0); for Do
A (j +- 1 =0) (4.14)
v3(ij) = v3(i - 1, j) - ul(i - 1, 1).u3(iI, j + 1) / v2(i - 1, 0); for Do
n(j+i-l< 0) (4.15)
ul(ij) = ul(i - 1, j + 1)u3(i1,+ 1).v1(i1, j) / v2(i1,+ 2);
forDwn(j1 ni= 2) (4.16)
ul(i,j) = ul(i - 1, j + 1)u3(iI,+ 1).v1(i1, j) / v3(i1,+ 2);
forDuin(j_lni> 2) (4.17)
ul(i,j) = ul(i1, j + 1)u3(i1,+ 1).v2(i1, j) 1 v2(i1,+ 2);
for (j = 0i = 2) (4.18)
ul(ij) = ul(iI, j + 1) - u3(iI,+ 1).v2(i - I, j) / v3(i1,+ 2);
forDian(j= 0 Ai> 2) (4.19)
ul(ij) = ul(i1, j + 1)u3(i1,+ 1).v3(iI, j) / v3(i1,+ 2);
for Duj n (j < 0) (4.20)
u2(i,j) := u2(iI, j + 1)u3(i1,+ 1).v3(i1, j) / v2(iI,+ 2);
for D,42(i = 2) (4.21)u2(ij) = u2(i1, j + 1)u3(i1, -i + 1).v3(iI, j) / v3(i - I, -i + 2);
for Du2 A (i > 2)
u3(ij) = u3(i1, j + 1)u3(i1, -i + 1).v3(i1, j) / v2(i - I, -i + 2);
for Do A (i = 2)
u3(ij) = u3(i - 1, j + 1)u3(i - 1, -i + 1).v3(i - 1, j) / v3(i1, -i + 2);





4.2 Algebraic Path Problem
In Rajopadhye [17], an algorithm for solving the algebraic path problem in a SARE
is given as follows:
f(i, j,k) = f(i, j, k1)*; for i = j = k
= f(i, k, k) -f(i, j, k1); for i=kAHk
= f(i, k, k1) -f(k, j, k); for j=knik
= f(i, k, k - 1) @ f(i, k, k) -f(k, j, k - 1); for ikAjgk (4.25)
"*", "S ", and "@" are operators which depend on the exact problem to be solved.
First evaluate the dependence vector:
Pff = (i, j, kI) --> vector = [0, 0, 11T
12ff = (i, k, k) --> vector = [0, jk, OIT
I3ff = (k, j, k) --> vector = [ik, 0, Of
14ff = (k, j, k- 1) --> vector = [ik, 0, liT
There are two variable terms, and we can partition the domain of v by the two38
hyperplane j - k = 0 and i - k = 0. The two hyperplanes are shown on Figure 15. There
are 4 possible regions:
j j < k
kfl J2
i < kf3 f4
where fl is the name of the variable in the domain (i > k) n (j ?_ k)
f2 is the name of the variable in the domain (i ?_ k) n (j < k)
f3 is the name of the variable in the domain (i < k) n (jk)
f4 is the name of the variable in the domain (i < (j < k)
The original SARE can be rewritten as:
fl(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k1)*; for i = j = k (4.26)
fl(i, j, k) = fl(i, k, k) -fl(i, j, k1); for (i = k) n (j > k) (4.27)
f2(i, j, k) = fl(i, k, k) -fl(i, j, k1); for (i = k) n (j = k1) (4.28)
f2(i, j, k) = fl(i, k, k) -f2(i, j, k1); for (i = k) n (j < k) (4.29)
fl(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k1) .fl(k, j, k); for (j = k) n (i > k) (4.30)
f3(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k - 1) -fl(k, j, k); for (j = k) n (i = k1) (4.31)
f3(i, j, k) = f2(i, j, k - 1) - fl (k, j, k); for (j = k)(i < k - 1) (4.32)
fl(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k1) -.fl(i, k, k) @ fl (k, j, k); for (i > k) n (j > k) (4.33)
f2(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k - 1) -fk, k) @ fl (k, j, k); for (i > k) n (j = k1) (4.34)
fl(i, j, k) = f2(1, j, k1) -fl(i, k, k) @ f2(k, j, k); for (i > k)(j < k1) (4.35)f3(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k
f3(i, j, k) = f3(i, j, k
f4(i, j, k) = fl(i, j, k
f4(i, j, k) = f2(i, j, k -
f4(i, j, k) = f3(i, j, k
f4(i, j, 1,;) = f4(i, j, k -
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1) -f3(i, k, k) @ fl(k, j, k); for (i = k1) A (j > k) (4.36)
-1) -f3(i, k, k) @ fl(k, j, k); for (i < k1) A (j > k) (4.37)
1) -f3(i, k, k) @ fl(k, j, k); for (i = kI) A (j = k1) (4.38)
1) -f3(i, k, k) @ fl(k, j, k); for (i = k1) A (j < k1) (4.39)
1) -f3(i, k, k) @ fl (k, j, k); for (i < k - 1) A (j = k1) (4.40)
1) -f3(i, k, k) @ fl(k, j, k); for (i < k - 1) A (j < k1) (4.41)40
CONCLUSIONS
For a system of affine recurrence equations, linear schedules do not always exist. By
using piecewise affine schedules, linear subspaces of a domain can have different linear
schedules, hence allow a wider class of problem to be solved. In some cases, piecewise
affine schedules provide faster schedule by getting additional parallelism from an
algorithm.
In this thesis, we present a procedure for finding piecewise affine schedules. We
provide some heuristics for finding partitioning hyperplane, and an algorithm for
generating a new SARE by renaming the variables. A method for finding these schedules
is given.
Several open questions remain:
(1) How to choose partitioning hyperplanes so that piecewise affine schedule are
guaranteed to be found?
(2) How to improve the renaming procedure for finding optimal linear schedules for each
variable?
Further studies are needed to answer these question.41
Figure 1 RDG for Example 5
Figure 2 DG for Example 142
Figure 3 Partitioned domain for f of Example 1
Figure 4 Partitioned domain for f of Example 643
Figure 5 DG for Example 7
Figure 6 DG for Example 844
Figure 7 Partitioned domain for f of Example 8
V(i)a0 for iN
V(i) - V(2N- 1) for 0i < N
V() = 1 + V(2N - i) for N < i < 2N
Figure 8 DG for Example 945
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Flow of data u
Toeplitz System
Figure 11 DG for u showing flow of data u
Figure 12 DG for u showing flow of data v47








Figure 13 Partitioned domain for v
Figure 14 Partitioned domain for v48
Figure 15 Partitioning hyperplane for the Algebraic Path
Problem49
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